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Concrete Patterning
Supplies Ltd 

Concrete Patterning Supplies Limited was formed in
the late 1980’s and has become one of the UK’s

largest companies to specialise in the manufacture
and supply of materials for imprinted concrete. Over

the years our products have helped hundreds of
companies to fit thousands of driveways and patios.

We are proud to have longstanding relationships
with customers across the UK and internationally.

Most of our materials are manufactured by us in our
state-of-the-art production plant, ensuring high

quality, a wide choice and continuity is guaranteed. 
Our research team are continually looking for

innovative ways to develop and improve, so that we
remain industry leaders. All our products conform to

current industry regulations.

Whether your needs are colours, mats, tools,
products, or simply some technical on or offsite

advice from our team of experts, our experience is
second to none.

Please enjoy browsing our brochure, and we are
happy to help if you have any queries



IMPRINTING MATS
We have a vast selection of imprinting mats for hire and purchase and are always

adding to the range. Below are just some of our most popular options. 

Apian Stone Basketweave Brick Farmyard Cobble

Grand Ashlar European Fan Large Ashlar

Ashlar Slate Porcelain Country Cobble

Cheshire Cobble Belgian Block Herringbone Brick



IMPRINTING MATS

Kensington Cobble London Cobble Pacific Boardwalk

Random Slate Random Stone Royal Ashlar

Sidewalk Slate Textured Cobble 

La Habre Ashlar Old English Cobble Rotating Ashlar

Garden Stone



IMPRINTING MATS

Compass Circle Cobble Circle Windsor Circle

Yin Yang G-tool border Brick Border

Portugese Fan Santa Fe

BORDERS AND FEATURES

Mariners Medallion

Swirl Border Serpentine Border Classic Stone Border

Christian Tile Border



A significantly formulated dry shake designed for the colouring, hardening and
finishing of concrete surfaces.

Easily applied during the floating stage of concrete laying, Creteprint colour
hardeners help harden and increase the strength of concrete surfaces, they resist
moisture penetration and make surfaces easier to clean as well as prolonging the

lifespan of concrete surfaces.

Available in a wide range of colours. We are always expanding our range, please
see below some popular options. 

Please note that these colours are a guide, and the 
look will vary on a concrete surface. 

Plum Brick Red Terracotta Sandstone

Autumn Brown Walnut Pecan Tan Mahogany

Teak

Bathstone Steadman Buff Arizona Tan

Slate Green

Slate Blue Slate Grey Dove Grey 

Platinum Grey Steel Grey Light Silver Charcoal Black Classic Grey

COLOUR SURFACE HARDENER



RELEASE AGENTS
Creteprint Antique Release Agent is a dry powder used to
ease the removal of concrete stamps, texturing skins and

tools from the freshly placed concrete or cementitious
materials used for imprinting. It has excellent adhesion to

concrete surfaces and provides a moisture barrier. 

Available in a range of colours, it is easy to apply and can
be used to provide a stunning two-tone antiquing effect or

same colour depending on personal preference. Each
10kg container will cover approximately 60-70sqm.

Creteprint Liquid Release Agent is used to ease the
removal of concrete imprinting stamps, texturing skins

and tools from the freshly placed concrete or
cementitious materials used to imprint.

 
It is easy to apply and through spraying Liquid Release
onto the concrete surface, mats and tools, it provides
easy release with no sticking and prolongs the curing

time of concrete . Colour pigmentation can be added to
provide two-tone effect. Each 25ltr container will cover

between 100 - 150sqm depending on method of
application.

Other products we supply include wall gel for protecting
walls and other surfaces from products, and acid wash to

remove left over residue from the imprinting process.



We are proud to offer a wide range of high quality sealers and revitalisers for
imprinted concrete, along with preparatory products.

Our industry leading Lusterseal is available in Gloss
and Matt finishes and is perfect for sealing and

protecting newly laid concrete or for restoring and
resealing older surfaces.

Seals and protects from moss and weeds
Enhances the colour of the surface and can have
colour pigment added
Keeps concrete surfaces looking new
Provides protection from the weather like sun
fading and freeze thaw
Reduces the risk of damage or cracks
Resistant to chemicals, stains and petrol 

Our specially formulated Crete-Grip anti-slip can be
easily added to our sealers. CreteGrip is

environmentally friendly and contains finely ground
polymer beads which when mixed with Lusterseal

enhances grip and provides a safe and slip-resistant
surface without affecting appearance. Perfect for

sloping driveways, children's play areas or any
surface that's prone to slipping.

IMPRINTED CONCRETE SEALING



WASHING AND PREPARATION 
Preparing the surface correctly is essential to

maximising results. Our range of agents,
preparation products and cleaning products

ensures a high quality finish, achieved with ease.

Creteprint PreWash is used for cleaning surfaces
prior to sealing. It removes excess release agent
without leaving any harmful residue, as well as

removing dirt and grease that can affect the
sealant. It’s also great as a standalone product for
freshening up surfaces in between resealing them. 

Our easy to use crack
repair kits are perfect for

repairing minor cracks and
chips in concrete.

Creteprint Moss Clear concentrate is used for the
easy removal of moss, algae, mould and dirt on hard
surfaces. It can be diluted with water, applied with a  

garden sprayer and left to work. It is particularly
effective to use on concrete, block paving and slabs
as well as roof tiles, walls and facias. It can also be
used in conjunction with our Crete-Clean foaming
surfactant which increases surface retention time

particularly on sloping or vertical surfaces.

BEFORE

AFTER USING 
MOSS CLEAR

Our Creteprint Standard Thinners consist of reclaimed
solvents and is used for the easy stripping of Creteprint

Lusterseal for repairs and resealing. It can also clean tools
and materials. 

PREWASH 
APPLICATION

We also stock PostFix
concrete, specifically
designed for securing

concrete, timber, metal and
plastic posts into any

surface.



Printing Polythene Concrete Placer Stomper Magnesium Hand FloatRubber Squeegee

THE RIGHT TOOLS FOR THE JOB 

36"Double Roller Tamper
and Roller Trays

We supply for sale and hire a vast range of tools and equipment. We are continually
expanding and updating our range, below are some of what we supply. 

Touch Up Wheel
3mm/6mm 

22" Funny Trowel with
Swivel

Large and Small
Aluminium Poles

Blue Steel Pool Trowel
16"/18"/20"/22"/24"

Concrete Rake Kneel Board Fluted Rubbing Brick S JointerWheelbarrow

Adjustable Rock-It Bracket
and Rock-It Adapter 

Magnesium Bull Float
36"/48"

Chaplin Pressure Washer +  
kits/hose/lance/nozzle

T-Bar plus Hand Tools
and Textured Roller 

8" Starter Connector 8" Roller Tamper Screeder 7ft/10ft Chalk Lines and PegsG Tool

Blue Steel Fresno plus
Brush Attachment 

Edging Trowel, Double
Handled Trowel and

Walking Edger

Brushes and Brooms Walking Tamper
Bronco Bracket

Big O Blue Fresno



DRAINAGE
Installing the correct drainage solutions is

essential to the success of any project.

 We have an extensive drainage range from
recessed manhole covers to channel drains

suitable for both foot and road traffic providing
discrete drainage coming in a range of designs.

Whether your project is domestic or
commercial,  we have something for all

drainage requirements.

Our ACO drainage options are perfect for a
range of applications.          

Available in both plastic and metal
Channels interlock and clip together for
quick and easy on-site installation
Increased grip due to the grating surface
Lightweight and easy to handle
Profile improves speed of water and
promotes self cleansing

Our drainage solutions include:
Recessed manhole covers
Specialist inset manhole covers
Gulley pot
Gulley raisers
Polydrain channel corner
Resin ACO rain drain 
Polydrain channel
ACO channel hexdrain
Deck O Drain 



TARMAC AND BLOCK PAVING
Our Creteprint Tarmac Revitaliser and Sealer is
safe and easy to use for any Tarmac or asphalt

surface. It can also be used for indoor
applications such as garage floors.

Seals and protects the surface
Prolongs the lifespan of the surface and
gives a restored, freshly laid look
Has excellent coverage
Available in a range of colours 

For other surfaces including block paving and stone our
Aquaseal can be used. Creteprint Aquaseal is a water based

acrylic sealer which leaves a lovely low sheen finish. It is fume
free and environmentally friendly.

Can be used on concrete, block paving and natural/Indian
sandstone
Seals, restores and protects
Easy to use with excellent coverage
Durable and hard wearing
Can be used indoors as well as outdoors



ROCKBOND
Rockbond is our resin bound system combining a two part polyurethane resin with

dried natural aggregate to produce a beautiful natural looking surface requiring low
maintenance. We supply an extensive range of dried aggregates and resins as well as

mixers and hand tools.

Rockbond is a high-quality aggregate resin bound
system, that is fast curing, non-hazardous and durable. It

is resistant to various acids, petrol and diesel.
Our Rockbond UVR Resin Kit is a high-strength system

that is SUDS compliant. Our UVR Resin Kit is resistant to
colour change from exposure to UV.

We supply a wide range of aggregate blends and this
system is ideal for driveways, patios, paths, swimming

pool areas and any SUDS area.

The Baron E120 Forced Action Mixer is ideal for installing
resin bound systems due to the robust and efficient nature

of the machine which also has an excellent product life. It is
easily transported and loaded with large rollers and is easy

to clean and maintain. It has a robust frame construction
with an effective mixer arm / shovel construction and is

self-emptying. The lid cannot unintentionally close due to a
positioning bolt and reliable and precise safety switch on

the lid. It has exchangeable mixer blades and a large 2.0 kW
powerful maintenance-free motor. Available to purchase.

We also supply replacement parts.

We also supply cleaners for mixers
and tools and resin cleaner and

revitaliser.

Our Rockbond system comes in a wide
variety of beautiful and bespoke

blends. Please browse these on the
pages that follow. 



Terracotta

Green Granite Red Granite White Flint Golden Quartz

Arcadia Arizona Athena Aurora

Carnival Champagne Pink Cornfield Domino

Eclipse Eden Fossil Glacier

Harlequin Harvest Gold Heather Merlot

Black

Alpine

Cappuccino

Dune

Golden Pearl 

Moonshadow

Morning Mist Onyx Oyster Pearl Blush Polaris

Celtic Plum Beige Silver Granite Amber Gold



Terracotta

Slate Grey Sorrento Springtime Sunlight

Titan Silver Whie Gold Winter Sage Autumn Quartz

Riviera Rose Garden

Sunset

Santorini Seashore Sienna

Many of these blends
are available in mixes

ranging between 1-
5mm, depending on the

look you wish to
achieve.



info@creteprint.com

01902 310 355
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Pearson Street, Graiseley, Wolverhampton, WV2 4HP

Please note that all products in this brochure are correct at the time of printing, but we are
continually expanding and improving what we offer and so is subject to change, For any queries,

please do not hesitate to contact us and one of our friendly team will be happy to help. 


